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A one-day intermediate to advanced 
workshop examining the key elements that 
contribute to successful design research.

DESIGN RESEARCH

Hotel Ganache
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What makes the experience of a 
boutique hotel special?
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“It’s all different than what 
you would normally see.”

“We put down our stuff and 
just looked around.”

“Most hotels...you don’t really 
notice the room...”

“We were just kind of curious 
about it...”
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Design Research

What are they doing and why?
Who are our users and customers?

Agenda for the day
• Understanding People as People

• Framing and Planning Research

• Creating, Choosing, and Mixing Approaches 
and Methods

• The Art of Effective Interviewing

• Making Sense of Research Findings

• Making Research Effective
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Agenda for the day
• How should we understand these “users”?

• What are we trying to do and why?

• How are we going to do it?

• How do we talk to people effectively?

• How do we make sense of all this? 

• How do we make sure it matters?

Research Observations Insights Design

Framing & 
Planning 
Research

Methods & 
the Art of

Interviewing

Making 
Sense of 
Findings

Making 
Research 
Effective
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Generate

Evaluate
Usability

Human Factors

Ergonomics

Design Research

User Research
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Generate

Evaluate
Usability

Human Factors

Ergonomics

Design Research

User Research

Insight and Empathy

Understanding People
As People
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No!

Companies tend to oversimplify 
their view of people
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old ways of 
thinking

o

f

4

At worst:
"a gullet whose only purpose in life is to gulp 

products and crap cash."

Ruthlessly stolen from The Cluetrain Manifesto

$

#1
f

f
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f

f

Highly rational
Maximizes utility

Quantity!

Homo Economicus

#2

Task oriented
Goal driven
Efficiency!

Type A Personality f

f

#3
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f

f

Docile and gullible
Stories and messaging

Preferences!

#4

Sheep

Not all wrong, 
not really right.

We are evolving our approaches.
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Evolution of Product Strategy

+
Features ExperienceTechnology

Evolution of Product Strategy

+
Features ExperienceTechnology

Tasks/Goals/
Preferences ?What user?

Evolution of View of People
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What’s been missing?

The messy complexity 
of human life
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People regularly mix and 
match products with little 

regard for “suggested 
use”.

They challenge social and cultural 
boundaries in unexpected ways.
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Understand people as people.
(Understand them as we understand ourselves.)

What’s been missing?

Emotions 

Context 

Culture and Meaning

We’ll touch on all
of these 
throughout
the day.
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Emotion

“...because of new scientific advances in our 
understanding of the brain and of how emotion and 
cognition are thoroughly intertwined. We scientists now 
understand how important emotion is to everyday life, 
how valuable.”

Tasks 

Goals 

Preferences

Behaviors

 Motivations 

Meaning
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Evolution of View of People

Evolution of Product Strategy

+
Features ExperienceTechnology

Tasks/Goals/
PreferencesWhat user? Behaviors/

Motivations

A new way of thinking 
about people
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Motivations Behaviors
lead to
drive
shape

We frame the user 
experience by these

We design to 
support these

35

Case study: 
People and their possessions
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less commonmore common

Opportunistic 

Showing and 

Telling

Social behaviors

Care, protect, 

preserve

Knowing the 

value

Stewardship

Using with others

Shop, share with 
others

Formal groups

Proactive 

Showing and 

Telling

(e.g. education, 
preservation, 
appreciation)

Behaviors show us which patterns to design for
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Motivations
By and large, people are motivated to develop connections with 
their things based on what the things symbolize or their activities 
around the thing.

Symbolic and representational 

motivations

Other motivations

Belonging symbolizes or 
represents something

Stories, memories, 
and connections 

with others
Desire to hear about 

similar experiences from 
others

Activity-oriented 

motivations

Love using and 
experiencing the thing

Love hunting for 
the thing

Also, need for 
entertainment

Confirmation of purchase.
“Is it good,” or, “Is it 

unique?”

Control or develop personal
and public identity.

(Can be conscious or 
unconscious)

Investment or sunk cost.
“I spent a lot on it so I 

better enjoy it and protect 
it.”

Motivations

 Motivations are triggers that lead to desirable user behaviors. 
 Motivations reveal the ”seducible moments”.
 Motivations help explain the "soft benefits" of what "enjoyment" 

and "getting the most out of your things" really means.

Motivations Behaviors Connections
lead to establish
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EMBRACING COMPLEXITY

More Insight

QUALITATIVE AND CONTEXTUAL RESEARCH

More Empathy
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Emotions, context, culture, & meaning

Don’t oversimplify; embrace complexity➊

➋

Understanding people as people

Motivations & behaviors➌

remember!

Framing and Planning
Research
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Research Observations Insights Design

Framing & 
Planning 
Research

—Donald Rumsfeld, former Secretary of Defense, U.S.A.

“ ”As we know, there are known knowns. There are things 
we know we know. We also know there are known 
unknowns. That is to say we know there are some 
things we do not know. But there are also unknown 
unknowns, the ones we don't know we don't know.
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Translation...

Known knowns: We already know some things.

Known unknowns: We have some things that 
we need to find out.

Unknown unknowns: There are some things we 
never even thought of.

Research planning is where we 
sort all of these things out.

But, hopefully, in a much clearer way.
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Four parts of a research 
plan

• Project Objectives
• Key Questions & Outcomes
• Activities & Participants
• Timeline

What we know and 
what we need to 

find out}
Allow for things 

we never even 
thought of

}

Outline the key objectives
for the project as a whole

not just the research component

Project Objectives

What do we already know
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Clear objectives...
• outline key components of the user experience 

that need to be understood for the project to 
succeed

• provide a clear basis for asking questions, 
framing outcomes, selecting research methods, 
and setting timelines

• allow research to uncover issues and problems 
with a product or product area, not support 
preconceived notions

What do we already know

In fact, you should be 
explicitly questioning 
preconceived notions.

What do we already know
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Gather project objectives 
from...

• project briefs

• project plans

• organizational mission statements

• even requirements documents

What do we already know

Sometimes this isn’t so easy.

You may have to do some pre-
research research with project 
stakeholders.

What do we already know
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#1 way to get input from Stakeholders:

Talk to them.

But first, 
prepare!

stak
eho

lder
s

“What users 
really want 

is...”

“This 
product is 
for soccer 

moms...”

“I am 
frustrated 

by this 
feature...”

» Unearth assumptions

“We’ve 
known for a 
long time...”

“We had 
this idea 

last Spring 
to...”

“I wish there 
was a way 

to...”

» Benefit from ideas

“We tried 
that once 
before...”

“That’s a 
lightning 
rod issue.”

» Identify landmines

“Yes” “Yes” “No!”

» Find (mis)alignment

Stakeholder Interviews
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Talking to stakeholders

Universally effective questions

» What do you do?

» Why?

» How do you know if you’re successful?

» How would you measure that?

» If this project is successful, what impact 

will that have on your business? 

» What do you expect a successful project will be like?

» What will it do? What features will it have?

Universally effective questions

» What do you do?

» Why?

» How do you know if you’re successful?

» How would you measure that?

» If this project is successful, what impact 

will that have on your business? 

» What do you expect a successful project will be like?

» What will it do? What features will it have?

Talking to stakeholders

Specific questions for a CMO

BRAND-RELATED QUESTIONS
» How should this project effect customer’s perception of the brand?
» Where does this project fit in the brand experience?MARKET-RELATED QUESTIONS

» Who is the target market for this project? What do we know about it?
» How should this project be positioned versus competition?DEPLOYMENT QUESTIONS

» How can we reach this target market?LOGISTICAL QUESTIONS
» Who on your team can serve as a liaison or proxy to our project? 
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Key questions...
• serve as objectives for the research 

component

• help frame probable results, outcomes, or 
deliverables in terms of what you are trying to 
understand rather than the format of a 
particular method.

• represent the assumptions living within the 
project objectives and drive the specifics of the 
research protocol

What do we need to find out

Key questions are NOT your 
research protocol.
You will not ask participants these questions.

What do we need to find out
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Example: 
People and their possessions

What do we need to find out

What makes people want to express 
emotional or financial connections with 
their things? In what ways do they express, 
communicate, and share these connections? 
What motivates this behavior?

How do people feel and think about the 
privacy of their things?

Prioritizing questions and goals
You will have a lot of goals, some of which will 
be contradictory.  This is normal.

What do we need to find out
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Categorize your questions and 
goals methodically.

Importance: Importance to the business, 
importance to the customer

Severity: The more it hurts, the more you 
should seek to understand it through research.

“Priority”: A subjective term but worth 
considering.  Sometimes organizational 
“priorities” trump research, for better or worse.

What do we need to find out

Key Primary Research

What makes people want to express emotional or financial connections with their things? How do they express, 

communicate, and share these connections? What motivates this behavior (e.g. status, voyerism, 

exhibitionism)?

How do people feel about and think about the privacy of their things?

Supporting Primary Research

What unmet needs do people have related to their belongings?

Why do/don’t people make use of existing solutions ? 

What current experiences do people have with their things and what do they aspire to?

How do people get enjoyment from their belongings?  What does it mean to enjoy a belonging?

What are the dimensions/aspects of the emotional connections people have with their things? Are some 

dimensions/aspects more important or impactful than others?

How do people relate to belongings that don’t have an emotional connection?  How do they mentally organize 

their belongings?

Secondary Research

How is identity connected to belongings? What are the various dimensions of this connection? (Review 

research on social capital and sociology/psychology of material culture)

What are the dimensions/aspects of emotional connections with things? Are some more important or impactful 

than others? (Review research on sociology/psychology of material culture)

What is the experience of owning, buying, selling, and managing things? (Research from business and marketing 

on ownership cycle, etc.)

Prioritized questions for people and their possessions

We had to focus in on just a 
few of the questions that we 
needed answered.
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Key Primary Research

What makes people want to express emotional or financial connections with their things? How do they express, 

communicate, and share these connections? What motivates this behavior (e.g. status, voyerism, 

exhibitionism)?

How do people feel about and think about the privacy of their things?

Supporting Primary Research

What unmet needs do people have related to their belongings?

Why do/don’t people make use of existing solutions ? 

What current experiences do people have with their things and what do they aspire to?

How do people get enjoyment from their belongings?  What does it mean to enjoy a belonging?

What are the dimensions/aspects of the emotional connections people have with their things? Are some 

dimensions/aspects more important or impactful than others?

How do people relate to belongings that don’t have an emotional connection?  How do they mentally organize 

their belongings?

Secondary Research

How is identity connected to belongings? What are the various dimensions of this connection? (Review 

research on social capital and sociology/psychology of material culture)

What are the dimensions/aspects of emotional connections with things? Are some more important or impactful 

than others? (Review research on sociology/psychology of material culture)

What is the experience of owning, buying, selling, and managing things? (Research from business and marketing 

on ownership cycle, etc.)

Prioritized questions for people and their possessions

Some questions will be 
general enough that 
someone else should have 
addressed them

Key Primary Research

What makes people want to express emotional or financial connections with their things? How do they express, 

communicate, and share these connections? What motivates this behavior (e.g. status, voyerism, 

exhibitionism)?

How do people feel about and think about the privacy of their things?

Supporting Primary Research

What unmet needs do people have related to their belongings?

Why do/don’t people make use of existing solutions ? 

What current experiences do people have with their things and what do they aspire to?

How do people get enjoyment from their belongings?  What does it mean to enjoy a belonging?

What are the dimensions/aspects of the emotional connections people have with their things? Are some 

dimensions/aspects more important or impactful than others?

How do people relate to belongings that don’t have an emotional connection?  How do they mentally organize 

their belongings?

Secondary Research

How is identity connected to belongings? What are the various dimensions of this connection? (Review 

research on social capital and sociology/psychology of material culture)

What are the dimensions/aspects of emotional connections with things? Are some more important or impactful 

than others? (Review research on sociology/psychology of material culture)

What is the experience of owning, buying, selling, and managing things? (Research from business and marketing 

on ownership cycle, etc.)

Prioritized questions for people and their possessions

Some questions will be 
“good to keep in mind” but 
won’t directly drive your 
interview protocol
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Group Activity!

Key questions

Activities and Participants

How we will do it

we’ll talk about 
these later
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Participants
A research plan needs to frame the 
target group being studied.

How we will do it

How to find them

This raises two questions:

Who to talk to ➊

➋

Existing customers

Potential customers

Former customers

Like the yeti, these are often the most 
elusive but also most valuable if found.

Recruiting Without Fear

http://www.uie.com/reports/recruiting_without_fear/
from User Interface EngineeringCheck out
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-- Stewart Brand, How Buildings Learn

“ ”All buildings are predictions and 
all predictions are wrong.

You will be wrong about...
• what the important research questions are

• who you recruit

• the methods you choose

• the details of the protocol

• how long you think it will take

Always build in time for 
iteration and course correction.!

Things we never even thought of
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Keep the research timeline intertwined 
with the overall project timeline.

Research

Design

Development

wk1 wk2 wk3 wk4 wk5 wk6 wk7 wk8 wk9 wk10 wk11 wk12 wk13

Timelines

Allow for things we never even thought of

But what if I don’t have the 
luxury of adding extra weeks 
in?
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Making tough tradeoff decisions

You will have to cut out questions and 
maybe even goals to make sure you 
can do a good job on what is included.

Key Primary Research

What makes people want to express emotional or financial connections with their things? How do they express, 

communicate, and share these connections? What motivates this behavior (e.g. status, voyerism, 

exhibitionism)?

How do people feel about and think about the privacy of their things?

Supporting Primary Research

What unmet needs do people have related to their belongings?

Why do/don’t people make use of existing solutions ? 

What current experiences do people have with their things and what do they aspire to?

How do people get enjoyment from their belongings?  What does it mean to enjoy a belonging?

What are the dimensions/aspects of the emotional connections people have with their things? Are some 

dimensions/aspects more important or impactful than others?

How do people relate to belongings that don’t have an emotional connection?  How do they mentally organize 

their belongings?

Secondary Research

How is identity connected to belongings? What are the various dimensions of this connection? (Review 

research on social capital and sociology/psychology of material culture)

What are the dimensions/aspects of emotional connections with things? Are some more important or impactful 

than others? (Review research on sociology/psychology of material culture)

What is the experience of owning, buying, selling, and managing things? (Research from business and marketing 

on ownership cycle, etc.)

Prioritized questions for people and their possessions

We would have loved to 
address more than just these 
few questions.
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Creating, Choosing, 
and Mixing Approaches
and Methods

Research Observations Insights Design

Framing & 
Planning 
Research

Methods
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Research is not about methods.

It’s about questions and answers.
Methods are just the means.

Every research project is 
different because every design 
project has different 
objectives and questions.
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So, just as there is no tool for 
every job, there is no method 
that is always applicable.

Be method-neutral. 

http://warhammer.tentonhammer.com/modules.php?set_albumName=album25&id=Dwarf_Hammerer_02&op=modload&name=gallery&file=index&include=view_photo.php

Taste my 
mighty survey, 

user!

Effective research requires flexibility and subtlety.
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Some Different Methods and their Uses

Methods Used for

Demographic
Who are they?
Age, sex, geography

Surveys
Analyze registration 
database

Lay of the land
Audience segmentation
Inform/validate other research

Behavioral
How do things get done?
Behavior patterns, 
conceptual models

Field research
Contextual interviews 
Card sorting

Product strategy
Features and functions
Interaction design
Information architecture

Motivational
Why are they doing it?
Goals, emotions, 
preferences, desires

Field research 
Contextual interviews
Surveys

Product Strategy
Framing the experience
Visual interpretation
Branding

Evaluation
How does it work for
them?

Usability testing
Log analysis
Customer feedback
Card sorting

Interaction design
Interaction flow
Page layout
Nomenclature

Use multiple methods 
to triangulate

Field 
research

Survey Log 
analysis
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Different Methods for Different Purposes

A survey tells us who is visiting 
and what the patterns of 
purpose and expectation are.

Field research tells us what they 
are trying to do, how they go 
about it, and something of why 
they are doing it.

Site traffic shows an 
undifferentiated mass of visitors

Comparing Costs
Lab Phone/Remote Field

Timing

Preparation (Plan, Protocol) 1-2 weeks 1-2 weeks 1-2 weeks

Recruiting 1-2 weeks 1-2 weeks 1-2 weeks

Conducting Interviews 3 days 3 days 4 days (5-6 with travel)

Analysis 1-2 weeks 1-2 weeks 1-2 weeks

Totals 4-7 weeks 4-7 weeks 4-7 weeks

Expenses

Incentives $600-1200 $600-$1200 $1200-1800

Equipment (Camera, tapes) $400-600 $50 (audio tapes) $400-600

Travel $0 $0
$0 - $3000 (Air, 

ground, lodging, meals)

Facilities $0 - $1,000/day $0 $0

Phone charges $0 $200 $0

Totals $1000-4800 $850 - 1450 $1600 - 5400

A few years old but still a useful comparison
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Some things to keep in mind 
about people

Bad at predicting their own behaviors

Good at recalling their behaviors

Bad at focusing on things they don’t 
really care about.

➊
➋
➌
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Participant’s interpretation
Assume that you are someone you are not, doing something you probably aren’t 
interested in doing. While doing that thing you’re not interested in, you see a page that 
looks like this.  Look at the page carefully, and then answer this question:

How likely are you to do the thing that you actually have no interest in doing?

Field research

Qualitative & Contextual
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The Rise of Ethnography

The Rise of Ethnography
Twenty years ago, Microsoft had two researchers who specialized in 
observing consumers at home or at work. Today, the company has 300.

At General Mills, about half the consumer research now involves 
observing people individually, compared with 10 years ago when about 
80% of its research was done in focus groups.

Procter & Gamble has increased spending on such personal research 
fivefold since 2000. It spent $200 million in consumer-focused research 
last year.

"We're spending far more time living with consumers in their homes, 
shopping with them in stores and being part of their lives," says A.G. 
Lafley, P&G's CEO. "This leads to much richer insights."

http://www.usatoday.com/money/advertising/2007-04-29-watching-marketing_N.htm?csp=34
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When it comes to field research

Be creative

Sometimes also called diaries.  The idea is to get people 
capturing their thoughts and feelings while they are 
having an experience.

Give people tools and a flexible system for capturing 
and communicating their experience to you.  

-Recruit people who have a digital camera or camera 
phone (or provide them one).  

- If you’re working on software, show them how to take 
screenshots and print them out.

Annotated Experiences
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Encourage people to take notes on their pictures.

Would I look in the minibar for any of this?

CDs?

an “Intimacy Kit”?
A first aid kit?

What is an “intimacy kit”?

Ask for details...
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This is what I saw 
when I walked 
into my room.

Have them tell you a story...

I had no idea 
what to do with 
this when I felt 
it on the wall 

the first time..

After three days in the 
hotel, I still wasn’t sure 

whether I was supposed to 
use the button, the slider, 

or both.
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Notebooks are also a great way to collect 
diaries and annotated experiences.

Remote methods
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Screen sharing/remote usability

Ethnio www.ethnio.com

UserVue www.techsmith.com/uservue.asp

Clustering and Card sorting

MindCanvas www.themindcanvas.com
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Diaries, etc.

www.revelationglobal.comRevelation

Incorporating prototypes
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Remember when we talked 
about the timeline earlier...

Research

Design

Development

wk1 wk2 wk3 wk4 wk5 wk6 wk7 wk8 wk9 wk10

These are great opportunities to mix 
generative and evaluative approaches.

An example
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Group activity!

Choosing methods.

The Art of 
Effective Interviewing
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Research Observations Insights Design

Framing & 
Planning 
Research

Methods & 
the Art of 

Interviewing

Asking good questions

Being a good listener➊

➋

An effective interview is 
made of two things
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➊
Being a good listener

That’s very good listening, dear.
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Exercise I: 
Just listening

• Pick a partner -- someone you don’t know

• Pull your chairs together so you are facing one 
another

• Select one of you to be the first interviewer

The exercise: 
• Interviewers: you will ask the interviewee 

to speak for 2 minutes on a topic I will 
give you.  As they answer, you must 
remain silent. 

• Interviewees: once the interviewer asks a 
question, you must speak on that subject 
for two minutes. Just keep talking, no 
matter what.
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The topic: 
Tell me about a hotel that you love -- 
one that you have stayed at or would 
like to stay at.

Discussion:
What did you notice?
What was it like to be the interviewer?  
What about the interviewee?
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Thoughts, ideas,  & observations

Exercise II: 
Listening and appreciation

• Keep your partner

• Switch roles: interviewers become interviewees
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The exercise: 
• Same as before: Interviewers ask a 

question I will give you.  Interviewees 
speak for 2 minutes on the subject.  
Interviewer stays silent. 

• Modification: At the end of the 2 minutes, 
interviewers will give a 1 minute 
“appreciation.”

An appreciation goes like 
this:

• Thank you, <name>, for telling me about 
<subject>.

• When you were speaking, I noticed 
<observation>.

• You made me think about... /It was 
interesting that... /You really helped me...
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The topic: 
Tell me about a neighborhood that you 
love -- one that you have visited or lived in.

Discussion:
What did you notice?
What was it like to be the interviewer?  
What about the interviewee?
What was different from the first 
exercise?
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Thoughts, ideas,  & observations

Thoughts, ideas,  & observations
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What makes a good 
listener?

Stay engaged and open
• Quiet your internal dialogue -- are you 

judging, making assumptions, or planning 
your next step?

• Ask questions, don’t make statements.

• Don’t interrupt.
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Keep note-taking to a minimum

• Use a voice recorder.

• Go with a partner, have one person just for 
taking notes.

• Bring a protocol but don’t be afraid to deviate.

Watch your body language

• Make eye contact.

• Face the other person.

• Don’t fidget.

• Keep your body relaxed and open.
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➋
Asking good questions

Good questions are designed 
to get good answers.
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Ideally, you wouldn’t have 
to ask any questions at all.

The person would just tell you 
everything  important on their 
own.

We want to get as close to 
that as possible.

We want to hear their story in 
their words.
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Interviews are a form of 
facilitated story telling.

That’s why listening and being 
careful with your questions is 
so important.

A good question...
• Is simple and focused...yet open ended

• Is not leading...but helps move things 
along

• Avoids judgment and assumptions
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Simple and focused...yet 
open-ended

• BAD:  What are the different kinds of 
hotels and what makes each one 
different?

• GOOD: What does the phrase “boutique 
hotel” mean to you? What makes it 
different from other hotels?

Not leading but helps move 
things along

• BAD:  How was the website important in 
your decision to stay at this hotel?

• GOOD: When making your decision to 
stay here, what resources were important 
to you and why?
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Avoids judgment and 
assumptions

• BAD:  Don’t you think this hotel is nice?

• GOOD: Why did you decide to stay in this 
hotel?  What do you think of it?

Some techniques
• Elaborate with examples

• Define terms

• Ask for clarification and detail

• Restate answers

• Answer with a question
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Elaborate with examples
If you ask an open-ended question and the 
interviewee seems to be unsure of where to 
start, have a couple of specific examples in 
mind to help them out

Define terms
Ensure that you and your interviewee are 
speaking the same language. Don't assume 
you know what they mean.  Ask them to 
define terms.

Someone says "That thing" - you say "Can you be more 
specific? What do you mean by "that thing"?

Someone says, "When I stay at a boutique hotel, I...", you 
say "What do you mean when you say “boutique hotel?"
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Ask for clarification and 
detail

Sometimes you might not completely follow 
what your interviewee is saying.  Ask them 
to clarify or elaborate.

Just to make sure I understand you, can you say that again 
in a different way?

Can you give me an example of what you’re talking about?

Can you tell me more?

Restate answers
Another great way to make sure that you 
have understood your interviewee is to 
restate their answers.

So you are saying...is that correct?

So it sounds like the process you went through was...?
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Answer with a question
If your interviewee asks you a question, 
prompt them to delve deeper by responding 
with a question.

They say, “Is that how it’s supposed to work?”

You say, “How did you expect it to work?”

Making Sense
of Research Findings
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Research Observations Insights Design

Framing & 
Planning 
Research

Methods & 
the Art of 

Interviewing

Making 
Sense of 
Findings

Research Observations Insights Design

Data
Pictures

Impressions

Patterns
Models
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Turning observations into 
insights.

Finding patterns.

Distilling patterns into insights.

Finding patterns
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Analyze the Transcripts

Scan interview transcripts 
for activities and 
motivations

Group similar activities 
together under one name

Adjust these groups as the 
patterns grow and shift

My friend said that I should 
check out some boutique 
hotels. I talked to friends who 
are also business travelers. 
I’ve been looking for a good 
place to stay in Chicago for a 
awhile – it’s hard because I 
am sometimes traveling with 
my family so we need a 
versatile hotel.
It’s pretty new for me to think 
about this. It’s my first 
traveling job.  I need to 
organize everything in one 
area. I’m going on line and do 
a little research every day. I 
go into hotels and talk to 
them – the feel of the place is 
important, since I’m a 
creative person.  

Talked to 
friends

Go to hotels

Go online

Talked to 
Friends

Talked to 
Family

Organize in one 
place

Analyze the Transcripts

Scan interview transcripts 
for activities and 
motivations

Group similar activities 
together under one name

Adjust these groups as the 
patterns grow and shift
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Talked to 
friends

Go online

Talked to 
Friends

Organize in one 
place

Talk to 
Friends

Go explore

Organize

Go to Hotels

Analyze the Transcripts

Scan interview transcripts 
for activities and 
motivations

Group similar activities 
together under one name

Adjust these groups as the 
patterns grow and shift

Talked to 
Family

Talk to 
Family

Talked to 
friends

Talked to 
Friends

Talked to 
Family

Talk to peopleAnalyze the 

Scan interview transcripts 
for activities and 
motivations

Group similar activities 
together under one name

Adjust these groups as the 
patterns grow and shift

Go online

Organize in one 
place

Go explore

Organize

Go to Hotels
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Activity!

Transcript analysis

Organize Activities 
into Groups

• Arrange into conceptual 
groups based on:

• Steps the users 
described

• Similarity of activities 
and motivations

• Do this for each audience, 
if there are multiple 
audiences

• Compare results between 
audiences and combine if 
appropriate

Talked to 
friends

Talked to 
Friends

Talked to 
Family

Talk to people

Go online

Organize in one 
place

Go explore

Organize

Go to Hotels
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Distilling even further
Dimensions and proto-personas
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Bottom-up and top-down

Dimensions Proto-personas

Case study: 
A Social Networking Site
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We think we will want these kinds of personas:

Primary: woman in late thirties or early forties, married with kids, homeowner
 Michelle, "My XXXXX is everything to me."
 Contemporary
 Cares about practicality
 shopper, sometimes crafts ("I'm still evolving.")

Secondary:  woman in late thirties or early forties, single, townhouse owner
 Kate, "XXXXXXX is who I am now rather than who I've been."
 Modern Bohemian.
 Cares about the people behind the products
 shopper
 HGTV, Discovery, Home Depot, Pier 1

Secondary: man in forties, married (or LTR), homeowner, gay
 Todd, "We love to have people over." 
 Classical Kitsch
 Cares about character
 Shopper ("I'm usually on a mission."), DIY/crafts
 HGTV, Bravo, Home Depot, Lowe's, antique stores

Tertiary: woman in forties, homeowner
 Jean, "Home is my oasis."
 Classic Contemporary
 Cares about quality
 shopper, pays contractor
 Home and Garden magazine, Pottery Barn

Tertiary: apartment dweller
 Felisha, "XXXXXX is not the main focal point for life."
 Modern
 Cares about the style
 Shopper ("I'm always looking."), crafts
 Daily Candy email, InStyle magazine

Tertiary: man in forties, married, homeowner
 Brian, "If I haven't ripped it out or replaced it, 
                            I'm planning to do it."
 Functional/Thematic
 DIY
 HGTV, TLC, PBS, Lowe's

PROTO-PERSONAS
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DIMENSIONS
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DIMENSIONS

DIMENSIONS
lots of free time

2,7,8,10 3,5,6,11,13,15 1,9,12
Amount of free 

time
busy

a lot
5 7,9,10,12,14 3,6,8,11,13,15 2

Control of  their 
community

a little

important
1,10,12 2,4,6,7,89,11,13,15 3,5,14

Importance of 
networking sites

unimportant

it’s not about me
14 5,6,7,8,9,15 2,3,4,11,13 1,10,12

secure7,10,8 1,2,3,6,13,14,15 5,9 4
Feeling of security “a little paranoid”

sticks to a small 
group14 12,15 2,3,6,7,8,13 5,9,11

Leverages  
community

early adopter
1,9,15 2,3,5,7,11,13 10,12 8,4,14

Follower/ 
early adopter

follower

heterogeneous
1,5,9 4,7,11,14 12

Nature of their 
community

homogeneous

acquaintances
2,3,5,11 1,4,6,7,8,9,13,14,15 10,12

Closest people on 
MySpace

family

it comes to me
1,3,5,9,12,15 8,13 7,11 2

MySpace in their 
online life

 i live there
4,6

2,3,6,8,13,15
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DIMENSIONS
lots of free time

2,7,8,10 3,5,6,11,13,15 1,9,12
Amount of free 

time
busy

a lot
5 7,9,10,12,14 3,6,8,11,13,15 2

Control of  their 
community

a little

important
1,10,12 2,4,6,7,89,11,13,15 3,5,14

Importance of 
networking sites

unimportant

it’s not about me
14 5,6,7,8,9,15 2,3,4,11,13 1,10,12

secure7,10,8 1,2,3,6,13,14,15 5,9 4
Feeling of security “a little paranoid”

sticks to a small 
group14 12,15 2,3,6,7,8,13 5,9,11

Leverages  
community

early adopter
1,9,15 2,3,5,7,11,13 10,12 8,4,14

Follower/ 
early adopter

follower

heterogeneous
1,5,9 4,7,11,14 12

Nature of their 
community

homogeneous

acquaintances
2,3,5,11 1,4,6,7,8,9,13,14,15 10,12

Closest people on 
MySpace

family

it comes to me
1,3,5,9,12,15 8,13 7,11 2

MySpace in their 
online life

 i live there
4,6

3,58

3,5

5,8

8

5

5 3,8

83,5

5

3,5

3,5

5 2,3,6,8,13,15

3

3,8

38

8

3,8

8

PERSONAS
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Activity!

Dimensions and proto-personas

Making Research
Effective
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Research Observations Insights Design

Framing & 
Planning 
Research

Methods & 
the Art of

Interviewing

Making 
Sense of 
Findings

Making 
Research 
Effective

Most talk about research 
completely ignores this part.

You are not a 
martyr

No one 
appreciates my 

brilliance!
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Research Everyone Else

Findings
• people cry
• privacy
• groupthink
• distractions

How research works in most 
organizations

Actionable

Durable

Research Observations Insights Design
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Tear down the wall

Integrating research and design

Improving communication

➊

➋

Integrating research 
and design

Teams and organizations

➊
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“You had to be there.”

Integrating research and design➊

When it comes to contextual research, being there is the thing.  That’s why 
we do research in context in the first place.  But just as researchers benefit 
from being there to really get what’s going on in people’s lives, the same is 
true for the rest of the team.  Being there affords understanding that is 
difficult if not impossible to communicate via a report or sample video clip.

Research Observations Insights Design

Integrating research and design➊

Empathy

Actionable

Durable

Integrating others in research increases empathy and, 
thereby, makes your research more durable and actionable
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Social scientists + 
designers coupled

Design research and design 
in the same room

Integrating research and design➊

Two examples:

less integrated more integrated

Applying this to your 
organization

Integrating research and design➊

Background
process

Watching
videos

Everybody
goes

Sitting in the
same room
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Improving communication

Research artifacts and 
deliverables

➋

Improving communication➋
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Research Everyone Else

Findings
• people cry
• privacy
• groupthink
• distractions

Wilkens’ Law:
The effectiveness of research is inversely 
proportional to the thickness of its binding.

Improving communication➋
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Good research deliverables:
• Are clear and straightforward 
• Engage readers
• Tell stories

Improving communication➋

One good example

Improving communication➋
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Personas
Insight meets Empathy
(in a convenient, sharable package)

Improving communication➋

Kitty loves beautiful things, especially those made by 
with a great deal of craftsmanship.  Her personal 
attachment to her belongings is tied to where an object 
comes from, who made it, who gave it to her, or the time 
and effort that went into making or finding it.   She has 
quite a few collections that she actively cultivates.  
These items range from hats to antique jewelry to 
textiles to fine art.  Because she appreciates beauty and 
craftsmanship, she also spends a lot of time learning 
and practicing crafts such as needlework, quilting, and 
painting.

Kitty K.

Age: 55
Location: San Francisco, CA
Job/Class: Affluent (Architect)

Uniqueness, The Hunt. She loves to find and preserve 
unique or unusual items such as textiles other countries 
or antique jewelry.

Stewardship. Not only does she want to take care of 
her things, she also sees herself as a steward of the 
types.  She is very involved in local museums and other 
organizations related to her textiles and jewelry.

Lack of familiarity, no payoff. Won't use a system that 
isn't easy and familiar (e.g. "like Excel or Word").  She 
also isn't interested in any system that doesn't offer a 
clear advantage over paper lists and Excel.

Current system works fine. Kitty has a system for 
keeping track of and caring for her collections that is 
working well for her.

Loss of control, insecure. Kitty is very concerned 
about loss of control over access to her things and 
herself. She is also very concerned about the security of 
her digital information because the Federal Government 
can seize it from an internet company.

Motivations

Showing and telling. She likes to display her 
collections on in her home and on her body and loves it 
when this precipitates conversations with others.

Most valuable items are catalogued and valued. She 
has had professional insurance representatives 
catalogue her most valuable items.  She regularly has 
some of these items reappraised.

Formal groups. She joins formal knitting and quilting 
groups as a means to learn new skills and to have a 
place to make friends and share stories.

Stewardship. She has contributed a good deal of time 
and money to a local textile museum in order to help 
educate the public about the items she loves and to 
help preserve them.

Behaviors

Preserving memories. For Kitty, the value of a thing is 
in its intrinsic beauty but also in the people or situations 
the object represents.  For example, she has a number 
of quilts that belonged to her mother or other family 
members.  While beautiful, she sees their real value as 
sentimental or symbolic.  At some point, she would really 
like to have a catalogue of her collections that would 
allow her to record and preserve the stories and 
associations each of the objects represents for her. 

Obstacles

Ebay, Amazon, Word, Excel

Computer Experience

Situation

Name them

Have photos of them

Identify key 
behaviors and 

motivations

Keep it concise

Let them speak or 
tell their story

Be wary of ‘typing’ or 
stereotyping them

Include 
project-specific 
considerations 
(i.e. obstacles, 
triggers, etc.)
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WWKD?
What Would Kitty Do?

Personas

Durable

Empathy

Research Observations Insights Design

It is vital that your personas or other 
research artifacts are concrete and 
real.  Abstraction in the form of 
stereotypes, caricatures, or market 
segments create a barrier to that 
empathy.
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A great resource for creating and 
using personas

The User Is Always Right
by Steve Mulder

http://www.practicalpersonas.com

Useful beyond tactical design work...
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Other outcomes that tie 
directly to design

Conceptual models
Gap analysis
Content organization
Obstacles
Unmet needs

Thank You!

wilkens@adaptivepath.com
Todd Wilkens
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